We discuss some collider signatures of the brane world. In addition to the usual bulk (closed string) fields and brane (open string) fields in the Type I string picture, there are closed string fields, namely, twisted modes, which are not confined on the branes but nonetheless are localized in the extra compactified dimensions. While the coupling of the Standard Model (brane) fields with a bulk mode (such as the graviton) is suppressed by powers of the Planck mass, their coupling to a twisted mode is suppressed only by powers of the string scale M s , which can be as low as a few TeV. This means these localized twisted fields can have important observable effects in the TeV range, including resonances in dijet invariant mass distributions inpp, pp → jets + X. Given the current lower bound on the fundamental higher-dimensional Planck scale, the experimental effects of these twisted fields may turn out to be larger than the effects of virtual and real KK gravity modes. The collider signatures of anomalous U (1) gauge symmetries as well as other phenomenological implications of the brane world are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
It was proposed in [1] that the fundamental Planck scale can be around a TeV. In string theory, this implies that the string scale M s is lowered all the way down to TeV scale [2] [3] [4] . In this picture, the Standard Model gauge and matter fields reside inside of p ≤ 9 spatial dimensional p-branes (or intersection of different sets of branes, as in [4] ), while gravity lives in a higher (10 or 11) dimensional bulk of space-time. For 3 < p < 9, this "brane world" scenario appears to be flexible enough so that various requirements such as gauge and gravitational coupling unification, dilaton stabilization, and the weakness of the Standard Model gauge couplings can be satisfied within this framework [5] . The observed weakness of the four dimensional gravitational coupling is due to the presence of at least two large (≫ 1/M s ) compact directions transverse to the p-branes on which the Standard Model fields are localized. Various phenomenological issues [6] such as coupling unification [7] , proton stability [6] , neutrino masses [8] , fermion masses and mixing [9] , and astrophysical/cosmological implications [6, 10] have also been addressed [11, 12, 16] . It has been argued that the possibility of TeV scale gravity appears viable. If the fundamental Planck scale is around a TeV, an energy scale soon to be reached by the next hadron collider LHC, clear signals due to strong gravitational interactions will show up [13] . Furthermore, light Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes living in the bulk can be produced, giving rise to direct signatures of this scenario. These collider signatures are summarized in Table I .
In general, the conventional Planck mass M P ∼ 10 19 GeV is related to the string scale by
2 , where V p−3 and V 9−p are the compactified volumes inside and transverse to the p-branes respectively. To be specific, it is convenient to discuss the brane world picture in the context of Type I string models, where brane fields are open string modes. The scenario given in Ref [4] is such an example. Here the Planck mass is given by
where R i are the three radii characterizing the 3 compactified tori and M P l is the 6-dimensional Planck mass scale defined in Ref [1] , in the case with n = 2 extra large dimensions. To stabilize the dilaton expectation value (and maybe even to induce supersymmetry breaking), the string coupling g s in the string theory is likely to be strongly coupled (or, more precisely, the string coupling g s > ∼ 1, and the theory appears not to have a dual weak coupling description). For p = 5, a typical gauge coupling α = g 2 /(4π) is given by α ∼ g s /(M s R i ) 2 for i =2 or 3. To obtain the weak Standard Model gauge couplings from a generic strong string coupling requires that (M s R 2 )(M s R 3 ) to be around 10-100. In the case with n = 2 extra large dimensions, the analysis of supernova SN1987A requires M P l > 30 − 50 TeV [6, 15] , implying that M s > 3 − 20 TeV. This value for M s is compatible with the supersymmetric models [12] and the brane world picture [5] . In this case, neither the Tevatron nor LHC energies may be high enough to detect either the strong gravity effect or the gravity KK modes. One may wonder if there are other signatures at these energies that may be used to test the brane world scenario. This is the main issue we address in this paper.
The collider signatures that we discuss here arise from two generic features of Type I string theory, which should also be generic in the brane world picture:
• (1) In contrast to perturbative heterotic string theory, in some Type I string models (which can be realized as Type II orientifolds and are dual to non-perturbative heterotic strings), there can be more than one anomalous U(1) gauge fields. Consistency requires all of them to be massive, though some of them can be relatively light and may be produced in high energy colliders as Z ′ vector bosons.
• (2) There are closed string modes which are not bulk modes, that is, they do not propagate freely in the bulk. Some of these modes are localized away from the branes so their couplings to the brane modes may be exponentially suppressed. However, some of them may sit on the branes. For p > 3, some of these modes may even be localized inside the branes, i.e., in the dimensions which are compactified. In contrast to the KK modes (from either the branes or the bulk), these localized modes can be produced as a resonance from the scattering of two brane modes which have no momentum in the compactified dimensions, with a significant (i.e., not gravitational strength) coupling. Some of these localized modes are the pseudoGoldstone bosons eaten by the anomalous U(1) gauge bosons mentioned above. They will be discussed in relation to the massive U(1) gauge bosons. To avoid conflict with observations, the remaining ones are expected to pick up relatively large masses. However, one of them may behave like an axion.
For example, in an orbifold string model, these fields are the twisted sector moduli which are stuck at the orbifold fixed points. Unlike the untwisted sector states (such as the graviton and its KK modes) which are free to propagate in the bulk, the twisted sector states have no momentum or winding in the compactified bulk dimensions, and hence are localized in the internal space. While the couplings of the brane fields with the bulk fields are suppressed by a factor of (
2 due to wavefunction normalization in the compactified dimensions (and hence the couplings are of gravitational strength), this suppression factor (or part of it) is absent in the corresponding coupling with these twisted fields. If these fields happen to sit on the branes, the coupling with the brane fields is simply κ ∼ g s and is therefore independent of M s , V p−3 and V 9−p . Since the Standard Model fields live on a set of p-branes with 3 < p < 9, the coupling of these fields with the Standard Model fields is even stronger than the corresponding gauge couplings among the Standard Model fields. Before supersymmetry breaking, these fields, being moduli, are massless. However, to be compatible with present experimental bounds, these states must pick up masses. Assuming that dynamical supersymmetry breaking takes place on the branes, so that the superpartners of the Standard Model fields obtain masses around M SU SY ∼ TeV, we expect these twisted fields to obtain masses somewhat comparable to M SU SY .
In the scattering of two brane modes with no momentum in the compactified dimensions, the brane KK modes cannot be singly produced, since this would violate momentum conservation along the branes. In contrast, the momenta orthogonal to the branes need not be conserved since the branes break translation invariance in these orthogonal directions. Therefore, the bulk KK modes can be singly produced by the brane modes, with a coupling in the amplitude ∝ 1/M P . After the summation over the large multiplicity ∼ (s 1/2 R) n of bulk KK modes (where n denotes the number of large compactification dimensions transverse to the branes with size ∼ R, and s denotes the CM mass energy squared), the cross section for processes involving real bulk KK emission is ∝ 1/M n+2 P l . For processes involving the exchange of virtual bulk KK modes, summing over the exchanges that do not have strong propagator suppression, the amplitude is In the zero-coupling limit of a typical Type I string model, there are abelian gauge fields (brane modes) that are anomalous in the usual field theory sense. Once the coupling is turned on, they become massive generically, with some of the twisted RR scalars we just described playing the role of the would-be-Goldstone bosons. If the mass of an abelian gauge field happens to be in the LHC energy regime, it may be seen as a resonance in the hadron scattering experiment and in the Drell-Yan process. Since these massive gauge bosons are brane fields, they couple to the quark-antiquark and lepton-antilepton pair with the strength comparable to that of the Standard Model interactions. In contrast to perturbative heterotic string theory, there can be more than one anomalous U(1) gauge fields in Type I. Moreover, these U(1) gauge fields can be relatively light and are possible candidates of the Z ′ bosons. This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we discuss some generic features of the brane world, namely, the various types of fields and their corresponding couplings with the Standard Model fields. In section III, we discuss possible experimental signatures as well as phenomenological constraints. A summary of various experimental signatures studied in Ref. [13, 14] and the present work is given in Table I .
II. SOME GENERIC FEATURES OF THE BRANE WORLD
In addition to the brane fields and the bulk fields, there are some fields in the brane world picture which are not confined on the branes but nonetheless are localized in the compactified dimensions. For example, in an orbifold string model, these fields are the twisted sector moduli which are stuck at the orbifold fixed points (e.g., Eq.(3) below) or fixed lines (e.g., Eq. (5) below). Unlike the untwisted sector states which are free to propagate in the bulk, the twisted sector states have no momentum or winding in the compactified dimensions, and hence are localized in the internal space.
For illustrative purposes, let us first consider compactification of Type I string theory to four dimensions on a Z 3 orbifold [17] . The Z 3 generator g acts on the complex coordinates
as follows:
where ω = e 2iπ/3 . The resulting model has N = 1 supersymmetry. The twisted sector states are located at points in the compactified dimensions that are invariant under the orbifold action. In this example, there are 27 fixed points at which the Z 3 twisted sector states are located:
where k i = 0, 1, 2 and R i are the radii of the three T 2 's (in each T 2 , the two radii are the same because of the Z 3 orbifold symmetry). The twisted sector states at each fixed point form an N = 1 neutral chiral supermultiplet. In particular, the scalar component of the multiplet is a complex scalar φ k + ia k where φ k comes from the NS-NS sector and a k from the R-R sector.
In addition to the bulk fields and the twisted sector fields which arise from the closed string sector, consistency (i.e., tadpole cancellation) requires introducing open string and 32 D9-branes. In the T-dual picture where two of the complex dimensions z 1 and z 2 are dualized, the D9-branes become D5-branes. The gauge group is maximal when the D5-branes are sitting on top on each other, for instance, when they are all located at z 1 = z 2 = 0. In this case, the model has SO(8) × SU(12) × U(1) gauge symmetry. The open string sector gives rise to three families of charged chiral multiplets in the (8, 12)(−1) and (1, 66)(+2) representations. In this brane configuration, not all the twisted sector states are located on the branes. In particular, out of the 27 twisted sector chiral multiplets, only 3 of them (the ones with k 1 = k 2 = 0) are located on the branes. The remaining twisted sector states are located at a non-zero distance from the branes.
The twisted moduli are not brane fields and so they do not carry gauge quantum numbers. However, they can have non-zero couplings with the brane fields. The strength of the corresponding coupling depends on the number of dimensions in which the twisted fields live, and their locations from the branes. In the above example, the Z 3 twisted sector states live in four dimensions and so for the corresponding fixed points which lie on the branes, the couplings with the brane modes are unsuppressed, i.e., κ ∼ g s . For the remaining twisted moduli located at non-zero distances |X| from the branes, the corresponding couplings with the brane fields are exponentially suppressed as exp(−(M s |X|)
2 ). In more realistic string models, there can be more than one type of twisted fields. In particular, there can be some twisted fields which are located at fixed loci rather than fixed points in the internal space. For example, in the Z 6 orbifold [18] generated by the above Z 3 twist and an additional Z 2 twist where the Z 2 generator R acts on the coordinates as follows:
The Z 2 twisted sector states are located at 16 fixed loci in the internal space with z 1 and z 2 given by
While the Z 2 twisted fields have no momentum or winding in the complex dimensions z 1 and z 2 , they are free to propagate in the complex dimension not twisted by the Z 2 generator, i.e., z 3 . Therefore, the Z 2 twisted sector states live in six dimensions. Even for the Z 2 twisted states that sit on the branes (the ones with a 2 = b 2 = 0), the corresponding couplings are suppressed by the volume of the compactified dimensions in which the Z 2 twisted sector states are free to propagate. In other words, κ ∼ g s /(V 3 M 2 s ) where V 3 is the volume of the compactified dimensions not twisted by Z 2 . In addition to the Z 3 and Z 2 twisted fields described above, there are also Z 6 twisted sector states. A schematic diagram of various types of twisted fields is given in Figure 1 . in this diagram. The Z 3 and Z 6 twisted fields are localized at fixed points indicated by crosses and a circle respectively. The Z 2 twisted field are localized at fixed loci indicated by dotted lines. The two solid lines which are separated by R 3 (the size of the compactified dimensions in the z 3 direction) are identified. Our brane world is the dotted line with z 1 = z 2 = 0 and so the Z 6 fixed point is localized on our brane.
The gauge group of this model is [SU(6) ⊗ SU(6) ⊗ SU(4) ⊗ U (1) 3 ] 2 . Although the gauge group contains the Standard Model, the residual gauge symmetry is too large for the model to be phenomenologically interesting. The rank of the gauge group can be reduced by turning on the untwisted NS-NS sector B-field background [19] . In particular, a three-family Pati-Salam like model was constructed in this framework [4] . Some other four-dimensional N = 1 Type I string models were presented in Ref. [20] . As noted above, the twisted fields are massless before supersymmetry is broken, but would pick up masses after supersymmetry breaking and dilaton stabilization.
In a four-dimensional Type I orbifold string model, there are generically several U(1) gauge fields that are pseudo-anomalous [23] . Their triangle anomalies can be cancelled by the generalized Green-Schwarz mechanism [21] in four dimensions which involves the exchange of the R-R twisted fields described above. To be specific, the coupling of the twisted R-R fields a k to a U(1) gauge field is proportional to
where λ i is the Chan-Paton wavefunction of the abelian gauge field A µ i , and γ k defines the action of the orbifold on the D-branes. On the other hand, the coupling of a k with a pair of gauge fields (abelian or non-abelian) is proportional to
where λ G is the Chan-Paton wavefunction of the gauge fields with gauge group G. Here, F is the field strength of the gauge fields (either abelian or non-abelian), andF is the dual field strength. Notice that if G is strongly coupled, the twisted R-R fields a k which couple to the corresponding field strength can play the role of axions. The exchange of the R-R axions, together with (6), (7) generate an effective term which cancels the field theory anomalies. The pseudo-anomalous U(1) gauge fields would become massive, with some of these twisted R-R fields playing the role of the would-be-Goldstone bosons.
In contrast to perturbative heterotic string theory, a typical Type I string model can have more than one anomalous U(1). It is well-known [21, 22] that the mixing term (6) is part of the U(1) gauge-invariant combination
where A µ i , i = 1, 2, ...N are the anomalous U(1)'s, g i are the gauge couplings and e i are the corresponding charges. This means that the N U(1) gauge bosons become massive, eating up N of the twisted RR fields (more precisely, N linear combinations of the twisted RR fields a k described above). In general, the mass of an anomalous U(1) gauge field would also depend on the vevs of the twisted sector NS-NS scalars φ k . Notice that the RR fields a i have mass dimension 0. (One can define the canonical spin-0 fields a ′ i with mass dimension 1 by a
Of the remaining twisted RR fields, it is likely that all except one are relatively heavy. Although we do not expect continuous global symmetry in a string model, it is plausible that some approximate global symmetries are present in the low energy effective field theory, i.e., such symmetries are broken only by high-dimensional operators in the effective theory. Suppose an approximate Peccei-Quinn symmetry is present; effectively, this means we have an axion field in the model. In this situation, strong interaction chiral symmetry dictates its properties, that is, its mass and coupling follow from its mixing with the neutral pion, with the mixing given by f π /M s . For M s ∼ 10 TeV, this is clearly ruled out by experiments [24] . However, typically, this axion field will also couple to other non-abelian gauge fields in the hidden sector, and their gauge couplings are expected to be strong at relatively high scales (compared to the QCD scale). In this situation, the axion will pick up a relatively large mass and so can avoid detection [25] .
Let us now focus on the couplings of the twisted states with the Standard Model fields. The bosonic states from the twisted sectors have spin-0, and so can couple to a pair of gauge fields. In particular, the couplings in Eq.(7) belong to this type. Similarly, the spin-0 fields from the NS-NS sectors also couple to the gauge fields, in the form
The spin-0 fields from the twisted sectors can also couple to a pair of fermions ψ L and χ R with opposite chirality. Since the twisted fields (denoted collectively as T ) are gauge singlets, the three-point coupling to the Standard Model fermions T ψ L χ R is absent, since it is not a Standard Model singlet. Nevertheless, the lowest order non-renormalizable couplings, such as
are presumably allowed 1 , where, in standard notation, Q = Y = 1, −1 Higgs in the supersymmetric Standard Model, and we suppress generation labels (the C's are dimensionless coupling matrices in generation space). There are two types of cubic couplings that result from these quartic couplings. First, nonperturbative effects can generate a nonzero potential for the T fields and hence generically they will acquire non-zero vevs. In turn, these will produce cubic couplings of Yukawa form:
These would combine with the original dimension-4 Yukawa operators, and the generational/flavor structure of the matrices C may help to yield the observed hierarchical fermion masses and quark mixing. Second, when the H u and H d pick up vevs, the quartic operators in (10) will yield the cubic operators involving couplings of T to fermions:
For simplicity, let us neglect mixing effects. If the matrices C have essentially the structure of the corresponding quark and lepton mass hierarchies, ∼ m f /M ew << 1 for all fermions f other than the top quark, then the induced 3-point couplings in (12) are presumably rather small. Note that in the Pati-Salam case in Ref [4] , the right-handed fermion components f R are SU(2) R doublets, which generically gives rise to a further suppression factor ∝ M R /M s , where M R denotes the mass of the W R vector boson. To summarize, some linear combinations of the twisted RR scalars are eaten by the anomalous U(1) gauge bosons. The remaining ones a i together with the twisted NS-NS scalars φ i can appear in the low energy effective action. Some of the lowest order terms in the effective Lagrangian involving the couplings of these twisted modes or the anomalous U(1) gauge fields with the Standard Model fields are as follows:
where [23] .
The nonperturbative effects that generate a nonzero potential for the moduli (as is necessary for dilaton stablization and is related to SUSY breaking) will, in general, produce various quadratic, cubic, and quartic couplings involving these moduli. These are subject to obvious constraints; for example, they must be invariant under the orbifold twists.
In this section, we discuss Type I strings on orbifolds, and more generally when the orbifold singularities are smoothed out ("blown-up") to a Calabi-Yau manifold once the twisted NS-NS scalars φ k discussed above acquire non-zero vevs. The coupling of the twisted modes with the brane fields is generically given by κ ∼ g s f ( φ k ) where f ( φ k ) is a function of the vevs of the blowing-up modes φ k . Even in the generic case where φ k is comparable with the string scale, it is likely that the suppression factor for the bulk fields, i.e.,
−1 is still much smaller than f ( φ k ) and so there are closed string fields which couple to the brane fields more strongly than the bulk fields. Moreover, we expect that the features we discuss here would still apply for other realizations of the brane world (which may be viewed as dual to the Type I description), such as non-perturbative heterotic string/M theory models with solitonic fivebranes [27] as well as F-theory [28] models.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SIGNATURES AND CONSTRAINTS
There are several experimental implications of eq. (13) . In general, there could be couplings such as g s µ ijk T i T j T k , where the coefficient µ ijk would presumably be of order the electroweak scale. These would allow a subset of the ξ = φ k , a k to decay rapidly, with widths Γ ∼ g 2 s µ 2 /m ξ . We concentrate here on the light ξ fields for which these decay channels are kinematically forbidden, as well as the subset of the heavier ξ fields whose analogous decays do not occur because the corresponding cubic or quartic operators are absent (as a consequence, for example, of noninvariance under the orbifold twists).
In the following, we refer collectively to the various mass eigenstates of φ and a and suppress their multiplicity; similarly, we use C to refer to the appropriate linear combinations of the original C (1) ij and C (2) ij for these mass eigenstates. The masses m ξ , ξ = φ, a, are expected to be of roughly of order the SUSY breaking scale, which is comparable to the electroweak symmetry breaking scale. The couplings in (13) give rise to the decays ξ → gg as well as ξ → γγ, and (if kinematically allowed) ξ → ZZ, W + W − . From the lowest-order graphs, in terms of
we find 
For m ξ = 1 TeV, M s = 10 TeV, this gives Γ ξ ∼ 10 −3 m ξ ∼ 1 GeV. The dominant decays of the φ, a, namely (φ, a) → gg, should not involve large missing energy and should in principle allow one to reconstruct the mass.
The couplings φF 2 and aFF with the gluon field in (13) contribute to single jet inclusive, dijet, and multijet production inpp (and, equally, in pp) collisions. The ξ can be produced in the process gg → gξ involving the usual triple Yang-Mills vertex multiplied by g s C/M s . The resultant decay of the ξ yields 3-jet events. The rate, relative to regular QCD 3-jet events is roughly (g s C/α 3 )
(whereŝ is the gg center of mass energy squared) which could be O(10 −2 ) for √ s = 1.8 TeV and our illustrative values of g s , M s , m ξ .
In gg → gg scattering, there are new contributions from graphs involving the coupling of gg to ξ = φ, a in the s, t and u channels. From the tree-level graphs, we compute the new contribution to gg → gg to be dσ/dt = |M| 2 /(16πŝ 2 ) where
where integration over final state phase space involves a (1/2) factor for identical particles.
(As indicated, the φF 2 and aFF contributions are of the same form, with m φ → m a .) Since g s ∼ O(1), higher order corrections can be substantial; however, (16) gives a rough estimate. Forŝ ≃ m 2 , the s-channel term has a strong resonant enhancement (since the s-channel propagator is actually ∝ 1/(mΓ) atŝ = m 2 ), and, in particular, the M arising from the square of the schannel propagator. Inserting (15), we find that |M| 2 ≃ 50(g s C) 4 . This is comparable to the regular QCD contribution, which, e.g., for gg CM angleθ = π/2, gives |M| 2 ≃ 30g 4 3 , where g 3 is the SU(3) coupling. The most striking effect is that there would be peaks in the dijet invariant mass at M JJ = m φ,a . We recall that there are, in general, several φ k and a k , so there could be several such resonances. Let us compare the size of this effect with the conventional scenario in which M s ∼ M P . In that case, the moduli fields φ, a could also be of order the SUSY breaking scale, and, given that M s cancels out at the resonance for s = m 2 ξ , the existence of this resonance, per se, would not constitute evidence of low-string scale, as opposed to conventional M s ∼ M P models; however, the contribution of (16) to d 2 σ/dM JJ d cosθ involves the convolution over the momentum fractions x 1 , x 2 of the gluons, and the off-resonant contributions to this convolution would be very different for low-and high-string scale theories because of the quite different M s scales. Current data on 2-jet and inclusive jet production inpp collisions from D0 is in excellent agreement with QCD predictions [26] . This is also true of the CDF data in the region where the gg → gg subprocess makes its main contribution, for E T < ∼ 300 GeV [29] (the latter resulting from the rapid rise of the gluon distribution functions g(x) for small x and the fact that E 2 T = (ŝ/4) sin 2θ < x 1 x 2 s/4). Although the new contributions from φ, a exchange can only roughly be estimated, in view of the expected large g s ∼ O(1) and the modeldependent factor C, we infer that if C ∼ 1, then a safe bound in order to avoid conflict with this data is m φ,a > ∼ O(1) TeV. Furthermore, if m φ,a are sufficiently large so that there is no significant resonant contribution, the data would still constrain M s > ∼ O(1) TeV, given that the corresponding couplings g s C ∼ O (1) . In models with a low string scale and large compactification radii, there will also be a new contributions topp scattering from processes involving the exchange or emission of gravitational KK modes; however, in a global data analysis, one could still distinguish between the effects of these KK modes and of the φ, a (see Table 1 ).
Besides the contribution of the φ k F 2 j term to gauge couplings, via φ k , these terms also contribute to various loop effects which could be significant. Another important implication concerns neutral vector bosons. In contrast to perturbative heterotic string theory, there can be several anomalous U(1) gauge symmetries in Type I string models. Moreover, in perturbative heterotic string theory where M s ∼ M P , the associated anomalous U(1) vector bosons are too heavy to be detected. However, the anomalous U(1) vector bosons in the present scenario can be relatively light ( < ∼ few TeV), and are possible candidates for Z ′ bosons. These vector bosons gain masses by "eating" some of the above axions. The resultant Z ′ 's couple to the brane fields with strength comparable with SM interactions. Current lower bounds on such Z ′ bosons are of order 800 GeV, depending on their couplings [30] .
In addition to the scalar component fields φ, a, the twisted moduli chiral superfield T also has modulino component fieldsφ,ã. We denote these collectively asT . Clearly these would play the role of a electroweak singlet ("sterile") neutrinos. Once a nonflat superpotential is generated (nonperturbatively) for the twisted moduli, there would be terms of the form T T yielding the bilinearsT T CT , with mass coefficients presumably of order the SUSY breaking scale and hence comparable to the electroweak scale. If allowed by the matter parities resulting from the underlying string theory, there could also be cubic LT H terms in the superpotential, which would give rise to Dirac neutrino mass terms of the formν LTR . Note that theT fields couple to brane fields, in particular, neutrinos, without the volume suppression factors affecting the couplings of the bulk fields to brane fields. We shall discuss this further elsewhere. This contrasts with the situation for candidates for sterile neutrinos coming from the bulk [8] .
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have discussed some experimental implications of the brane world. Specifically, we have considered two generic features, namely, anomalous U(1) gauge symmetries and the presence of some localized fields which are not confined on the branes. Given the current lower bound on the fundamental Planck scale, the effects of strong gravity and bulk KK modes may be too small to be observable at Tevatron or even LHC energies. Nevertheless, we have seen that there are other signatures of the brane world which may still be significant.
In addition to the signatures we discuss here, there are other phenomenological implications of the brane world:
• In the brane world picture, the Standard Model fields live on p-branes (or intersection of different sets of branes) where 3 < p < 9 and so p − 3 dimensions of the branes are compactified. For example, in the scenario discussed in Ref [4] , different gauge fields are localized on two different sets of 5-branes with the sizes of the compactified dimensions along the branes being R 2 and R 3 respectively. Below the energy scale 1/R 2 and 1/R 3 , the gauge interactions are effectively four dimensional, and so the gauge and Yukawa couplings run only logarithmically with the energy scale E. However, above the energy scale 1/R 2 or 1/R 3 , the brane KK modes with multiplicity (ER i ) 2 also participate in the running. Therefore, the gauge and Yukawa couplings run as powers of E and hence change very rapidly. However, this power running is different from that of gravity. In the case of gravity, as we probe distances smaller than the size of the extra dimensions R (or equivalently, the energy scale 1/R), Newton's law is modified due to tree-level exhange of the gravity KK modes [6] . Alternatively, one can understand this power running from Gauss's law [1] . Therefore, classical effects would contribute to the power running. However, there is no treelevel exchange of brane KK modes between two massless particles because momenta along the branes must be conserved. Therefore, the gauge couplings do not get strong classically. Of course, there is power-running due to model-dependent quantum effects, and depending on the β functions, the gauge couplings can increase or decrease with energy [7] . The corresponding collider signatures due to this power running are therefore model-dependent.
• The role of a generation dependent anomalous U(1) gauge symmetry in the observed hierarchical fermion mass structure has been studied in the context of perturbative heterotic string theory [31] . An important difference here is that there can be several anomalous U(1)'s (for example, the Z 6 model discussed earlier has 4 anomalous U(1)'s), and different families have different U(1) charge assignments, as in the case in Ref [4] . Hence the possibilities in the brane world are more intricate.
The numerous testable implications of models with low string scale are clearly of great interest and deserve further theoretical and experimental investigation. [13] , [14] , with the references given by the initials of the corresponding authors. Some of these signatures have previously been discussed by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali in Ref. [6] . Here, f = e, µ, τ, b, c and S is a real or complex scalar. The signatures we consider here are due to the twisted modes T (with Re(T ) = φ, Im(T ) = a) and their fermionic partnersT . 
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